Invitation for Bids

1. The Social Republic of Vietnam has received financing from the Asian Development Bank toward the cost of the Second Greater Mekong Subregion Tourism Infrastructure for Inclusive Growth Project and intends to apply part of the proceeds toward payments under the contract named above. Bidding is open to Bidders from eligible source countries of ADB.

2. The Nghe An Provincial People’s Committee, represented by Nghe An Department of Tourism (“the Employer”) invites e-bids from eligible Bidders for the package TIIGP2-VIE-W03: Construction of Ru Gam Pagoda Access Improvements, Nghe An. The scope of works includes:

   (i) Road: The road is designed to meet the technical standards of urban gathering streets (Design Standard TCXDVN 104:2007) with a total length of 3.76Km. The starting point Km0+00 intersects with National Highway 7B at Km15+750 in the territory of Bac Thanh commune, Yen Thanh district, Nghe An province, the end point Km3+760 intersects with National Highway 48E at Km189+00 in Tang Thanh commune, Yen Thanh district, Nghe An province. Design speed Vtk=50km/h. Width of road base Bbase = 12.5m; Width of road pavement Bpavement = 2x3.75m=7.5m; Width of sidewalk on both sides B Sidewalk = 2x2.5m = 5.0m. The width of the road pavement through the cemetery Bpavement = 21.0m, the width of the road base Bbase = 2x5.5m = 11.0m; Width of sidewalk on both sides B sidewalk = 2x5.0m = 10.0m. Asphalt concrete pavement, elastic modulus required Eyc ≥ 120MPa. The bridge on the route: Permanently built with reinforced concrete and pre-residual reinforced concrete; Design payload HL93; Bridge width: B=12.5m. Design frequency P-4%. Drainage works on permanent design route, design load H30-XB80; Traffic safety works according to national standards QCVN 41:2019/BGTVT;

   (ii) Electrical item: Building a 22kV transmission line to Ru Gam 1: 75kVA- 22/0.4kV transformer station to supply power to the lighting system, 86m length; Building a 22kV line to Ru Gam 2 substation: 75kVA- 22/0.4kV powering the lighting system, 25m length; Building 02 substations of 75kV-22/0.4kV suspension type Ru Gam 1 and Ru Gam 2 to supply power to the road lighting system combined with power supply to residential areas in the area; Building a 0.4kV underground cable power line for lighting system along the road to Ru Gam ecological and spiritual tourist area, Yen Thanh district, Nghe An province with a total length of 4,749m.
3. **National Competitive Bidding** will be conducted in accordance with ADB’s [Single-Stage: One-Envelope](#) bidding procedure and is open to all Bidders as described in the Bidding Document.

4. Only eligible Bidders with the following key qualifications should participate in this bidding:

   **Experience:**
   - Participation in at least one (1) contract that has been successfully or substantially completed within the last five (5) years up to bid submission deadline and that is similar to the proposed works, where the value of the Bidder’s participation exceeds VND 78,600,000,000. The similarity of the Bidder’s participation shall be based on the physical size, complexity, methods, technology or other characteristics as described in Section VII, Work’s Requirements.

   **Financial:**
   - Minimum average annual construction turnover of VND 131,000,000,000 calculated as total certified payments received for contracts in progress or completed, within the last three (3) years (2019; 2020; 2021).
   - Financial Resources Requirement for Subject Contract: VND 20,000,000,000.

   The qualification criteria are more completely described in the Bidding Document.

5. To obtain further information and inspect the Bidding Documents, Bidder should contact:

   Mr. Huynh Le Anh  
   Vice Director in charge  
   Nghe An TIIGP2 PMU  
   Email: bantiqp2nghean@gmail.com

6. A complete set of Bidding Documents in Vietnamese is freely available on Vietnam National e-Procurement System ([www.muasamcong.mpi.gov.vn](http://www.muasamcong.mpi.gov.vn)).

7. E-bids must be submitted via Vietnam National e-Procurement System at or before 9:00 hours on 17 November 2022 (Vietnam time - GMT + 7). Late bids will not be accepted. Bids will be opened online at 9:00 hours on 17 November 2022 (Vietnam time).

   All bids must be accompanied by a Bid Security as described in the Bidding Document.